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AA Cast t f Trlplt Mtftlllty
Stevenn Spielberg is the name most frequently associated with new
Hollywood.. While Justin Wyatt traces the articulation of the high
conceptt film through Spielberg, Thomas Schatz traces the emergence
off new Hollywood itself through Spielberg's Jaws} The "brand
name"" Spielberg, marks an era where the status of the filmmaker as
welll as the film has been redefined. Not only the films but also the
author'ss presence has acquired an increasingly commercial status
withinn the public sphere. The international and commercial imperativess of contemporary culture have made it clear, as Timothy
Corrigann asserts, that commerce is now more than just a contending
discoursee (Corrigan, 1998: 38-63). Due to this move in contemporaryy culture the practices o f auteurism need to be reexamined in
termss of the wider material strategies of social agency. The commerciall status of the auteur's presence has affected his or her role withinn the public sphere and, in Corrigan's view, the author has become
partt of an agency that "culturally monitors identification and critical
reception"" (43). This agency, according to Corrigan, determines the
wayy "the subjective expresses itself through the socially symboli c " ^^ 1).
AA question that interests me in relation to this discussion is
thee following: how does the subjective vision of a social agent such
ass Spielberg get expressed on the level of the filmic text? More precisely,, my main concern here is the co-dependency between social
agencyy and narrative agency. The expression of the subjective
throughh the socially symbolic, 1 would argue, is closely related to the
waysways the socially symbolic expresses itself through the subjective.
Therefore,, to gain insight into the ways narrative is bound up with
sociall agency we need to engage in an analysis of the films. As the
analysiss of the film ET-The Extraterrestrial demonstrates, precisely
thee bond between the ideological determinations and the subjective
visionn of the highest narratorial authority conditions the resolution
off the narrative. This "authority" is to be understood as the agent
withh the highest authority in the process of narrating, and it must
nott be confused with the author-filmmaker.
Whenn it comes to the new Hollywood blockbusters, the
agentt with the highest authority is expressed on the level of the fabula.. This means that the specific way of storytelling, which 1 have
calledd fabulation, mobilizes the subjectivity on this level. Therefore,

ass far as determining the narratorial authority in blockbuster films is
concerned,, special emphasis needs to be placed on the ways fabula
affectss the structuring of subjectivity.11 Because the structuring of
subjectivityy is closely related to the ways narrative agency is constitutedd through vision, the problem of subjectivity is inextricable from
thee problem of focalization. In the course of this chapter 1 will
demonstratee that the focalizor is an unstable entity, and focalization
cann be attributed to an internal (first-person), or to an external
(third-person)) narrator. 1 will argue that this instability is one of the
centrall features of a text such as ET-The Extraterrestrial. The resolutionn of this instability, however, will require an intervention of the
fabula,, foT both the "first" and "third" person are the same person
framedd by a higher narratorial authority. The collapse of the fabula
ontoo the story, which conditions the resolution, echoes an interventionn of the vision from above, of a higher narratorial authority - a
specterr who "fathers" the fabula.

Thee Tens of Aiilysls
Elliott is a lonely boy, living with his mother, an older brother and a
youngerr sister in a family house, somewhere in the LA suburbs. The
fatherr has "extraterrestrialized" himself from this home. He is away
inn Mexico with his new girlfriend. The mother is constantly busy, the
olderr brother has his own pals and is not interested in Elliot, the sisterr is too young. The arrival of the little, friendly alien, whom Elliot
namess ET, seems to be the best thing that could have happened to
Elliott - he finally has someone to be with. ET, however, needs to go
home.. He did not intend to stay on our planet, he was left behind.
Gradually,, he becomes very ill from life on Earth. Another person
whoo is aware of ET's presence is the man who was on the scene at
ET'ss arrival - "Keys." As the film progresses he is coming closer to
locatingg ET in Elliot's home. The intervention of "Keys" will have a
cruciall effect on the positive outcome of events. For at this point
Elliott has become so attached to ET, that he too is dying from ET's
fatall illness. "Keys" will help to save Elliot by taking part in the
processs of separation, and this will enable ET to finally go home.
Ass the analysis will demonstrate, Elliot's attachment to ET is
expressedd through the instability of the focalizor. This instability in
turn,, is dependent on the conflicting positioning of these two characterss in the film. The text works to convince us that ET is a prod-
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uctt of Elliot's imagination, while at the same time, ET is posited as a
focalizingg agent on whose point of vision the filmic narration relies.
Thee decomposition of the act of focalization practically means that
Elliot,, as a subject, is dependent on ET's image, whereas ET, as a
productt of Elliot's imagination, is conversely dependent on the
imagee of Elliot. This conflicting positioning of the two characters 1
willl call the "decomposing of the character image."111 The interdependencyy between the characters puts pressure on the notion of
character-boundd narration, and therefore has repercussions on our
understandingg of the subjective vision that is to be attributed to a
characterr via its alignment with the camera. Both visions are necessaryy for the narration to take place. The implied narrator relies on
ET'ss vision, yet Elliot's vision is necessary to produce the vision of
ET. .
Thee interdependency between Elliot and ET will become a
threatt to both characters; ET will have to disattach from Elliot in
orderr to go home, otherwise he will die. If ET dies, Elliot will disappearr with him. The resolution, which involves separation, requires a
differentt strategy, and as this is elaborated in the film, the interventionn arrives on the level of the fabula. There are three lines of action
inn the film: ET's line, Elliot's line, and the line of action of "Keys,"
thee man who is himself in search of ET.1V Related to these lines are
thee three "homes" in the film - ET's home far away from Earth, the
homee that is Elliot's mind, and Elliot's physical home in the LA suburbs.. The separation of ET from Elliot requires an intervention into
Elliot'ss mind home, but for this to occur, "Keys" will first have to
arrivee at Elliot's physical home. Therefore, the restitution of Elliot's
subjectivityy ultimately requires an intervention "from the outside," or
moree precisely, the fabula needs to intervene into the story. "Keys"
willl emerge as a personification of a narratorial authority, the one
whoo ultimately resolves and gives meaning to the play between
focalizationn and narration.
Thee paradox implied in the interdependency between the
twoo characters in ET-The Extraterrestrial is thus radicalized in the
triplee function that the notion "home" entails: as lineage, belonging
andd dwelling place. The collapse of "homes," 1 would argue, is comparablee to the collapse of the narrative levels. On the level of the
story,, where the play between narration and focalization generates
thee paradox, ET's return home is both regressive and progressive: on
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thee one hand, it points to ET's going back into Elliot's mind where
hee was invented; but on the other hand, it also points to a forward
movement,, toward ET's home somewhere in the vast universe. This
tensionn is confirmed in the film's closing when ET is about to depart
fromm Earth and finally embark on his journey home. He touches
Elliot'ss forehead with his index finger and tells him, "I'll be right
here." "
Whenn we take into consideration the fabula we can note the
thirdd term that the home alludes to; apart from "home" as Elliot's
mind,, and ET's "home" far away in the universe, there is the physicall home, where Elliot lives with his family. This is the only home
wee can actually see. It is the place where most of the events which
depictt the interaction between ET and Elliot occur. If we were to
relyy solely on the vision of the characters, the only home that any of
themm has seen is Elliot's home in the LA suburbs. Nevertheless, once
wee take into consideration the play of narration and focalization in
relationn to the pertinent signifiers in the text, we can trace the
imaginaryy status of ET, and hence, both prospectively and retroactively,, we can perceive him as a product of Elliot's imagination^ A
wayy to accomplish this is first of all to abandon the notion of subjectivityy as a unified investment which is to be expressed through
thee focalization of a character. This implies, as Bal proposes, that we
takee into account focalization on (the characters) which also invests
thee narrated content with subjectivity. In that respect, 1 will work
withh Bal's definition of narration as an intersubjective process of the
"firstt person," "second person" and "third person," implying that the
pointt of vision establishes the narrating agent or person (Bal 1997:
142-160).V11 Hence, what needs to be taken into account is that
focalizationn or the point of vision is at work even i f it cannot be
attributedd to a specific character.
Thee interdependency between the two images can be dividedd into three phases: in phase 1, ET is elaborated as a focalizing
agentt on whose point of vision narration depends; in phase 2, the
workingg of cinematic signifiers infers that ET is a product of Elliot's
imagination;; in phase 3, as a result of the processes which occur in
thee first two phases, Elliot figures as ET and vice versa. These effects
aree produced in two different ways. On the one hand, the cinematic
signifierss (looking, framing, angle, shot/reverse shot and camera
movement)) simulate a reciprocity of the viewing points. When char-
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acterr narration is taken into consideration in relation to localization,
however,, we can observe a clash between the external and the internall vision.
Onn the other hand, the viewing points simulate a reciprocity
betweenn the two images, of Elliot and ET. That is, there appears to
bee an intersubjective exchange between the two characters. Yet, takingg the cinematic signifiers into consideration, we can conclude that
thesee are working to reject the implied reciprocity. My analyses will
showw that the interdependency between the two character-images is
bestt understood in terms of the tension between the levels of narration.. To determine the level of narration, we need to distinguish
betweenn subjects of vision, internal and external, which in turn help
uss to determine the subject of narrating. We can do this if we focus
onn the separate units, which, in terms of the analysis of the film can
bee understood as scenes. Since the dependency between the two
characterss evolves sequentially, and is traceable not only on the level
off the story but also on the level of the fabula, a few randomly proposedd scenes would not suffice to encompass the operation of
imagee decomposing. 1 will therefore make a selection of the pertinentt scenes as they are related to the fabula. The purpose of this is
too demonstrate that the structuring of subjectivity - which involves
thee decomposing of the character image as well as its restitution
andd traceable on the level of separate scenes - is co-dependent on
thee operation of triple mobility. In other words, subjectivity is structuredd through the process of fabulation. 1 contend that this interdependency,, manifested through the collapse of the fabula onto the
story,, is one of the defining features of the new Hollywood blockbusters. .
11 will first concentrate on the elaboration of the three phasess where the dependency between the character-images of Elliot and
ETT is established. The main emphasis will be placed on the ways the
storyy is told. The telling or narrating is inextricable from the focalizing,, which inevitably involves characters. As 1 have already stated,
thee specificity of the text in question is that character-bound narrationn is split between internal and external focalization which directly
affectss the character-image of both Elliot and ET. As a result, the
character-imagee becomes decomposed. Just as importantly, the
decompositionn of the character-image as it is related with the play
betweenn levels of narration coincides with a narration that "tells"
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thatt the impossible is possible - ET is a product of Elliot's imagination,, yet he is the agent on whose point of vision narration relies.
Hee is both imaginary and real.

Thee Clash Betweei lateraal aid Exteraal FacalUatloa
Thee film commences with the camera panning down from the starry
skyy to the forest. A shot from a slightly high angle follows, revealing
aa bald spot in the forest and on it a luminous spaceship. There is a
dissolvee into branches, a slow pan to the left through the branches
too another dissolve. Through the branches we see a detail of the
spaceship.. The series of dissolves continues, again a detail of a pine
branch,, now an alien hand enters the shot, strangely shaped fingers
touchh the branch then move it slightly as i f to get a better view. In
thee background, a small creature is entering the spaceship. ET is,
thus,, introduced metonymically into the scene and in the film. The
sloww camera movement to the left enhances the presence of the
agencyy producing this ostensibly subjective vision. Much later in the
film,, when the hand of "Keys" enters the shot and taps on the quarantinee glass to get Elliot's attention, the metonymie operation will
acquiree the status of a metaphor, reminding us of our own, as well
ass Elliot's first encounter with ET.
Thee series of details that follow the introductory metonymy
aree viewed from a very low angle. Low angle functions as a sign of
subjectivity.. It will prove to be one of the most pertinent signs in
thee film for determining the narrative agency. There is another cinematicc sign in this part of the scene that enhances the impression of
aa subjective vision: at this point there are still no cuts between the
shots.. Each of the four shots that follows dissolves into the next
one.. A dissolve is principally employed in films to signify the passing
off time, which often involves a transformation of some kind. v n In
thiss scene, the dissolves are separating the series of shots depicting
thee objects that the creature hiding behind the branches is observing.. The usual method would be a cut from one shot to the next.
Thiss is an efficient way to maintain continuity but it is a process
thatt appears much more abrupt than a dissolve. ET's ability to make
uss see "smoothly," to manipulate time, to both expand it and condensee it, while transferring his attention from one object to the
next,, tells us something about the gentle nature of these creatures.
Thiss capacity to visualize "gently" complements their "sensitive"
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actions:: being so small, they appear almost vulnerable.
Thiss impression is confirmed once we see the way they
communicatee with each other - when they have somethingg to report, their hearts begin to glow.
Thee glowing hearts turn out to be an alarmsignal,, announcing the presence of an Earthly creature.
AA detail of alien fingers follows while the camera is
movingg closer to a plant (shot 9). The camera movementt suggests a subjective vision and in the first
instance,, this could be attributed to ET. In the next
shott we see a rabbit looking in the direction of the
hand,, implying that this vision could have been producedd by the little animal (shot 10). Focalization is
beingg thematized here. There is both a conjunction and
aa disjunction of focalizers - focalization is "split" and
"joint,"" for it can be attributed to two different agents.
Theree is another shot filmed from the same angle
wheree the alien hand is carefully pulling the plant from
thee ground. In the next shot, the rabbit is still looking.
Now,, we can clearly connect the focalizor with the
focalizedd object. The rabbit is thus the "character" who
actuallyy looks and in the shot that follows we see the
objectt of his attention. Strangely enough, the rabbit is
thee only agent who can be identified as a true "experiencer,"" for he is the only one who is, without a doubt,
actingg as an internal focalizor (shots 10 and 12). From
hiss point of vision, however, he can tell us only what a
rabbitt can tell, for he is watching the world from his
extremelyy low angle, from an eye level limited by his
tinyy stature.
Nevertheless,, the insertion of the rabbit into
thee scene is quite functional because it introduces the
possibilityy of telling the story from an alternative point
off vision, other than one produced by a human being,
forr example. As is the case with most of ET-777e
Extraterrestrial,Extraterrestrial, the predominant point of vision in the
filmm is produced from ET's eye level, which corresponds
too the eye level of an eight-year-old child - Elliot. In
thee subsequent shot, which is extra long, the enormous

treess are contrasted with the tiny creature walking
throughh the forest (shot 14). A shot of the trees follows,, viewed from an extremely low angle. Again, there
iss an extra long shot of ET walking through the forest;
now,, the focalization in the previous shot can retrospectivelyy be attributed to ET. ET continues his explorationn of the forest, the camera simulates his movements,, panning across the trees, moving slowly through
thee grass.
Thiss idyllic encounter with Earth is interrupted
byy the sudden arrival of cars and a group of men with
flashlightss (shot 21). The entire action is presented
fromm a low angle: we see tires in mud, feet rushing,
menn viewed from the waist down. At first, we attach
thee vision presented from a low angle to ET. An examplee is a shot of feet walking through the mud where
thee camera slightly tilts and reveals ET (shot 25).
Nevertheless,, in the shot that follows we realize that
whatt appeared in the first moment as potentially ET's
subjectivee vision is in fact embedded in a higher narrationall frame. A man cut from the hips down, with a
batchh of keys hanging in the foreground ("Keys") and a
flashlightt in his hand is moving to the left. The camera
panss to the left following his movement and as he
movess away from the camera we can see his entire figure.. There is a pan to another car where other
searcherss are standing. Finally, the camera tilts down
andd reveals ET hiding in the bushes (shot 26). Hence,
thee one instance where ET is actually looking, and for
aa moment acting as an internal focalizor, becomes
overruledd by the look "from above." This moment is
quitee significant because it depicts a situation where
ET'ss vulnerability is deployed through his subordinated
pointt of vision. Most importantly, this overruling look
designatess an external focalizor. Yet the camera movementt suggests the presence of a quite powerful force,
capablee at the same time of focalizing subjectively.
Onn the basis of the analysis of the opening
scenee 1 conclude that the narrative agency is composed

throughh the clash between the internal and external focalization.
Cinematicc signifiers are continuously indicating that we are dealing
withh an internal focalizor, yet throughout the largest part of the
scenee this vision cannot be described as strictly internal. Thus, even
thoughh we see everything from a clearly subjective perspective, literallyy learning to see the world from this focalizor's eyes, we begin to
wonderr about the nature of the subject behind this focalization. This
allegedd internal focalizor is at the same time acting as an external
focalizor.. All these clues point to ET; his presence in this scene is
confirmedd through his vision which can be attributed to him retrospectively.spectively. We first have to remember how the objects were focalized,, however, before we can understand that ET may be the one
hidingg behind these internally focalized visions. The implied uncertaintyy is confirmed on two separate occasions. The first one is the
brieff exchange of shots between ET and the rabbit. Here, the rabbit
emergess as the agent with a higher narrational authority because we
seee him looking. The fact that the rabbit is seen from his own eye
levell infers, however, that an intersubjective exchange is taking place
evenn though only one of the subjects is identified. On the second
occasionn the uncertainty is of a different order; by subordinating
ET'ss status as a narrative agent, it signifies that there is a higher
narratoriall agency.

Tiee Overlapping of "Pcrsois"
Thee following sample scene depicts the first encounter between
Elliott and ET - Elliot believes he has seen something in the garage
thatt evening and he goes in search of it. Even though he insisted
thatt something strange was in the garage, his older brother and his
friendss only made fun of him. His mother couldn't be of any help
either,, for even if she did believe "something" was there, in her view
thatt something was probably dangerous and needed to be taken
away.. Elliot seems to be alone in his search, so alone that he can
onlyy share his thoughts with himself. As he is approaching the cornfieldd he is addressing himself, telling "Elliot" that he is crazy for
engagingg in this action. He is wearing a jacket and he is equipped
withh a flashlight, but when the camera tilts toward the ground to
reveall the curiously shaped footprints, we notice that Elliot has venturedd on this exploration in his socks. Hence, all this is happening
closee to home.
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Elliott is moving slowly toward the camera, hidingg behind the leaves. Suddenly ET's face emerges
throughh the leaves (shot 6). Terrified, Elliot begins to
scream.. A shot/reverse shot order follows where Elliot
andd ET are made to exchange looks. Actually, this
methodd is employed to create not only an ambiguous
focalizorr but also an ambiguous subject. If we take
intoo account the act of looking, it becomes evident
thatt both Elliot and ET are looking in the same direction.^ 1 11 There is a crucial contradiction here: on the
onee hand, the entire scene is elaborated from the angle
whichh corresponds to Elliot's/ET's eye line, but on the
otherr hand, the direction of the looks (shots 5-11) intimatess that Elliot could not have seen ET nor could ET
havee seen Elliot. We therefore need to answer two
questions:: did Elliot and ET see each other at all? and,
cann either one of them be treated as a subject?
Thee reciprocal inability to exchange glances or
thee emphatic creation of the eye-line mismatch must
bee observed in relation to the similarity of re/actions,
framing,, shot duration, and ultimately compared to the
sequencee of Elliot's close-ups where he can be
describedd as practically "reacting to himself." In this
secondd series of shots which range from 4 frames,
hence,, just a fraction of a second, to a second and a
half,, the instances of Elliot looking and screaming are
cutt precisely to the instances of Elliot looking and
screaming.. Technically speaking, these shots can be
describedd as "jump-cuts" - they disturb the rules of
continuity,, the purpose of which is to provide spatial
andd temporal orientation. In both sequences of shots,
thee former, where an exchange of shots simulates in
factt the exchange of looks between Elliot and ET (511),, and the latter, where there is an exchange of shots
andd accordingly, an exchange of looks between Elliot
andd Elliot (13-17), there is a clash between external
andd internal focalization.
Thiss clash between focalizors, 1 would suggest,
correspondss to the overlapping of "persons," that is,

subjectt positions. In the sequence of shots 5-11, Elliot
cann be perceived as ET, and ET as Elliot. The impossiblee exchange of looks between the two characters createss the possibility for substitution. Since we are followingg Elliot into the cornfield to see what he will find
there,, it is his narrational authority that comes into
question.. Not only is he elaborated as incapable of
producingg a vision of ET, but there seems to be an
additionall confusion: the Elliot/ET exchange (5-11),
givess way to the Elliot/Elliot exchange (13-17). He
seemss to be terrified of himself just as he was terrified
off ET. Considering however, that he actually hasn't
seenn ET, the image that frightened him can be understoodd as a "blank image," an imaginary something,
ontoo which even the image of himself can be displaced.
Thiss is possible, 1 would argue, because Elliot as a
focalizorr is simultaneously acting from the outside and
fromm the inside, split between the internal and the
externall narrator. The overlapping of external and
internall focalization in this scene, and the respective
overlappingg of narrators points to the simultaneous
presencee and absence of both Elliot and ET.
Thee scene ends with Elliot in medium closeup,, getting up from the ground followed by a swift
travelingg of the camera to the left. In the first instance
wee relate this movement filmed from a low angle, to
Elliot,, but Elliot is soon left behind while the fast travelingg continues. This final overlapping of "persons"
expressedd in the shift from Elliot's focalization to the
focalizationn we could potentially attribute to ET,
exploitss the essential contradiction for further developmentt of the narrative: it leads the viewer to believe
thatt the impossible is possible, that whatever Elliot/ET
did/didn'tt see, exists anyway. The outcome of this
scenee brings to the fore the relation between narration
andd focalization: in the scene's closing we can concludee that the split/joint focalizations are in fact the
semioticc product of a narration that "tells" that the
impossiblee is possible. To come to this conclusion we

needd to distinguish the subject of seeing, or the focalizor,, and the authority of framing, that is, the narrator.
Thee play of focalizations produced by the subjects of
seeingg undoubtedly affects the narrated content. The
specificc framing of the narrated content enables us to
assignn meaning to the clash of visions. It is in that
respectt that we can conclude that the narratorial authorityy leads us to believe that what Elliot saw is both imaginaryy and real.

Overlappingg of Narrational Levels
Inn scene 3 there is no frenzy of shot/reverse shot mismatching;; the function of the shot/reverse shot set-up
thatt is employed in this scene confirms that Elliot actuallyy did see something. Elliot's position in the family is
clearr by now: his mother Mary, brother Michael and
sisterr Gertie do not believe him, and the father who
accordingg to Elliot would believe him is momentarily in
Mexico,, so Elliot cannot tell him. The scene opens in
externall focalization. Elliot is lying in a patio chair in
frontt of the garage covered with a blanket. In shot 1
thee camera pans from Elliot's face to the blanket in
orderr to reveal ET. This intervention allows Elliot to act
ass a focalizor. Focalization is still external, but Elliot is
temporarilyy appointed as the subject whose vision we
aree to share: ET in counterlight, coming out of the
garage. .
Inn shots 3, 5, 7 and 9, however, the identical
framingg and angle established in the opening of shot 1,
beforee the camera intervenes to reveal ET, suggests
alsoo the limitations of Elliot's point of vision. In these
shots,, the position of the camera does not correspond
too the position from which Elliot is watching ET. Even
moree importantly, Elliot is framed together with the
objectt of his vision, hence, his vision is embedded in a
higherr narrational frame. This infers that the shots are
focalizedd externally. The same strategy is employed in
shotss 11 and 13, where the camera is placed above
Elliot'ss head in a slightly high angle, his back facing
thee camera, and ET facing Elliot. Therefore, Elliot is
nott acting as an internal focalizor. This implies that his
visionn is not reported in the "first person." An external
focalizor,, a "third person" is showing us what it is that
Elliott sees. 1 consider this a crucial difference, yet a differencee that is overlooked in the theories of filmic narrationn which adopt Genette's concept. This is the differencee between character narration focalized internally
andd character narration focalized externally. ,x
Thiss distinction is crucial for a text such as ET-
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TheThe Extraterrestrial, for unlike Elliot, ET can focalize
internally.. In the externally focalized shot 1, where
Elliot'ss vision is mediated, we see ET coming out of the
garagee and moving in the direction of Elliot. In the
nextt shot, shot 2, the camera moves closer to Elliot in
mediumm close-up, simulating ET's vision. Eurthermore,
thee angle and the position of the camera in shots 2, 4,
6,, 8 and 10, where Elliot is the object of focalization,
correspondd to ET's position in the mise-en-scène. The
analysiss of the scene demonstrates that Elliot needs an
externall focalizor to see ET, while ET can act as an
internall focalizor. ET is elaborated as the "first person"
forr he is able to produce an internally focalized vision,
whilee Elliot is elaborated as a "third person." The overlappingg of persons in a single image or the splitting
inferredd by the dual focalization at work in sample
scenee 2, is now transposed into two separate images thee image produced by an " 1 " (ET's vision), and the
imagee produced by a "he," (Elliot's vision). In the previouss scene we could note an overlapping of focalizors,
whichh results in the overlapping of "persons." In this
particularr case, we can trace an exchange of persons,
butt when we take into account focalization, we can
concludee that this is not an even exchange. The
exchangee between external and internal focalization
indicatess an overlapping of narrational levels.
Thee concept of narration as an intersubjective
processs enables us, therefore, to trace not just the play
betweenn subjectivity and objectivity. We can also trace
aa process where the narrative agent is composed
throughh a "joint vision." This has a drastic effect on
thee character-images of both Elliot and ET. While each
off them may appear as an actor, neither one of them
functionss as a subject. These assertions will become
evenn more convincing once we observe the play
betweenn narration and focalization in the following
scene. .
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ETT as a Product of Elliot's Imagination
Inn scene 4, ET and Elliot are juxtaposed in a situation
whichh simulates the experience of mis/recognizing oneselff in one's own mirror image. This scene dovetails
withh the previous one. Elliot has managed to lure ET
intoo his room by feeding him "M 'n M" candies. He has
beenn using this "Hansel and Grettel strategy" all day
longg - spilling the candies intentionally to mark the
wayy home; and, evidently, the plan worked. Now, ET is
standingg across from him, staged as Elliot's mirror
reflection.. ET performs every move Elliot makes with
suchh syncfironicity that eventually we need only to see
whatt ET is doing, as in shot 10, to know that Elliot is
doingg exactly the same. The scene hinges on the
shot/reversee shot set-up and a seemingly equal distributionn of narratorial authority. In principle, Elliot is the
initiatorr of every action, which leaves ET with the role
off the copycat. But this is based on Elliot's misrecognitionn of himself. For in the sequence of shots 3 to 15,
whichh present the exchange of looks between ET and
Elliot,, ET is focalized externally, while Elliot is focalized
internally.. Elliot is persistently focalized from ET's subjectivee point of vision, whereas Elliot lacks the point of
visionn where his subjective experience could be
entrenched.. The reiterative shot/reverse shot pattern
dominatess the entire scene. It counterposes "first person"" narration to the "third person" narration and
emphasizess the paradox that ET, although a product of
Elliot'ss decomposed subjectivity, can actually see Elliot.
Inn addition, this pattern enhances the split between the
narrationall levels in the apparently perpetual absence
off unification. Herein lies Elliot's misrecognition - the
imagee of ET he sees is not a unified subject. It is a
productt of the conjunction of subject positions belongingg to two separate levels of narration and two separatee character images - his and ET's.
Itt is in the scene's closing that the dialectical
relationshipp between internal and external focalization
iss attained. For it is then that the formerly uneven dis-

tributionn of narratorial authority between Elliot and ET
iss finally balanced. The achieved balance definitively
pointss to the illusory nature of Elliot's experience: just
att the moment that his eyes are closed and he is practicallyy asleep (shots 22, 24), Elliot is finally able to
focalizee internally (shots, 23 and 25). In shots 17 to
25,, both ET and Elliot are weary, their eyelids are
heavyy and they are ready to fall asleep. Each one ultimatelyy withdraws to his side of the room, but interestinglyy enough, only Elliot's withdrawal is elaborated. He
iss walking backwards toward a chair with his eyes
closed,, whereas ET on the other hand, can only be
assumedd to have moved to his side of the room. We
encounterr ET after he is already placed among the variouss objects displayed in the background, in the shot
whichh succeeds the shot of Elliot asleep (shot 23).
Thee imbalance of narratorial authority is thus
temporarilyy resolved and complicated in the profusion
off a single, almost overly simplistic shot/reverse shot
pattern,, thanks to the play of internal and external
focalization.. The newly established reciprocity of the
pointss of vision infuses the scene with an oniric quality.. This quality forces us to renegotiate our notions of
thee imaginary and the "real": in shot 26, the last shot
inn the scene, the camera moves towards Elliot in closeupp as he is sleeping. This kind of unmotivated, and
thus,, self-conscious camera movement, is a cliché
devicee of the classical Hollywood style. It had a very
concretee purpose. The camera moving toward the face
off a person sleeping was usually employed to announce
aa subjective experience of a character, as a sort of trajectoryy into a character's dreamworld. In this text, such
ann announcement does not really transfer us into some
concretee subjective experience which in Branigan's
termss would imply that we have crossed the border
fromm an objective "nonfocalized" state into some subjectivee experience of a character. Elliot could be dreamingg that ET exists, but then again, the tracking and the
loww camera angle signify at the same time that some
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littlee creature is moving close to Elliot. We have
noticedd this type of movement before, most pronouncedd in the closing of scene 2.
Thee specificity of this textual system does not
liee in the strict separation between subjectivity and
objectivity,, but as analyses repeatedly confirm, in the
interplayy of "persons," that is, external and internal
narrators,, and the conjunction and disjunction of
visions.. In this scene, as in the previous one we can
tracee a discrepancy between levels of focalization. The
continuouss exchange between external and internal
focalizationn enables us to conclude that there is a constantt play at work between narratorial agents. Each of
thee characters is dependent on the play of subject positions.. This play is the product of a narration that
reconfirmss that the impossible is possible. Even if we
aree not sure whether ET is imaginary or real, we do
knoww that he is "out there."

Thee Impossible Place of the Focalizor
Thee elaboration of scene 5 relies, to begin with, on a
devicee that is generally not employed in the rest of the
filmm - the establishing shot. It is the first establishing
shott as far as the interaction between Elliot and ET is
concernedd (shot 1). It is thus interesting to see to what
extent,, or if at all, it improves our sense of orientation.
Elliott is alone at home with ET. He has convinced his
familyy that he has a fever and cannot go to school.
Thee graphic composition of the shot allows us to
noticee immediately that due to the strong counterlight
alll the objects in the room appear to be of the same
texture,, including Elliot and ET. The dominant space is
thee foreground, a table stacked with curiously shaped
contourss which convey the sense of a two-dimensional
world.. Both ET, who occupies the left side of the
frame,, and Elliot, who is posited on the right side,
blendd equally well into this exotic setting.
Theyy are anchored by the massive table in the
foregroundd which serves as the unit of measure and

spatiall orientation. ET, who cannot speak and whose
headd is just above the surface of the table, is like a littlee child. In the course of the scene Elliot acts increasinglyy patronizing towards ET. Since ET's head seems
"fixed"" to the table, he can easily be perceived as an
object,, much like the fishbowl, the peanut-shaped
piggyy bank, or the toy "Star Warrior" Lando Calrissian,
whoo can act and talk back only through Elliot. This
entiree interlude only highlights the crucial issue: it preparess the terrain for further exploration of the imaginaryy status of ET and the progressive elusion of Elliot's
image.. In the establishing shot, the camera is behind
thee table which marks the distancing from both ET and
Elliot,, and accentuates the axis of action. Already in
shott 3 the 180-degree rule (which regulates spatial orientationn and match-on action and vision), is broken: in
shott 2, Elliot is framed with the fishbowl in the foreground.. The camera is thus in front of the table. He is
lookingg from the right side to left repeating his name,
addressingg ET. The following shot (shot 3), however,
depictss a detail of ET's feet.
Thee shot of ET's feet is a sequel to a halfmediumm shot of Elliot who has just introduced himself.
Firstt of all, the shot alludes to the impossible place of
thee focalizor; the 180-degree rule is abandoned to providee us with the view of this peculiar detail. Secondly,
inn the previous shot, (shot 2), Elliot is not looking
downwardd toward the floor, where the feet are located.
Too the extent that ET's feet are a part of the diegesis,
thee shot can be perceived as extradiegetic. On the one
hand,, this vision appears external because, according to
thee direction of the looks, the camera angle, and the
positionn of the characters within the mise-en-scène, it
cannott be attributed to either Elliot or ET. On the
otherr hand, the detail of ET's feet is focalized from a
privilegedd position, alluding thus to a very subjective
visionn after all. Furthermore, as a disruption of spatial,
temporall and consequently, narrative continuity, ET's
feett seem to belong to an undefined space which is

detachedd from Elliot. ET is "coming from another
place,"" as it were, yet he is there with Elliot.*
Thee notion that ET may be an imaginary characterr is reinforced in the further elaboration of the
scenee depicting the interaction between ET and Elliot.
Inn fact, only Elliot is talking and addressing ET, showingg him his toys and personal gadgets. The exchange
off shots between Elliot and ET is only a simulation of
ann intersubjective exchange. This is most strongly
emphasizedd through their mutual inability to produce a
visionn of one another. They are supposedly communicating,, yet according to the cinematic signifiers, they
doo not see each other. In shots 5, 7, 9 and 11, Elliot,
focalizedd externally, is in medium close-up, in semiprofilee leaning on the table, while ET's head is just
abovee the surface of the table framed between the
fishbowll on the left and Elliot on the right. These are
shotss where Elliot is showing something to ET. In shots
6,, 8 and 10 where ET's reaction is to be expected, we
notee that ET's reaction may actually be coming from
somewheree else - more precisely, shot 6, (the transition
fromm shot 5) depicts ET from practically the same angle
ass in the previous shot. The camera is slightly repositionedd to the left, giving us a closer view of ET's head
ass he is watching the toy in Elliot's hand. Shot 8,
whichh succeeds shot 7 figures as another reaction, yet
here,, Elliot is in medium close-up playing with his toy
warriors.. In shot 10, the sequel to shot 9, which again
iss framed as 7 and 5, we are offered a detail of the
fishbowll and Elliot's toy shark.
Thee impossibility of an intersubjective
exchangee is even more evident in the final part of the
scene.. Here, Elliot is looking but the vision he is producingg corresponds neither to the direction of his look
norr to his position within the mise-en-scène. In the
transitionn of shots 14 to 15, 16 to 17 and 18 to 19,
thee close-up of Elliot focalized from his own eye level,
iss cut to a medium shot of Elliot and ET. In shots 14,
166 and 18 Elliot is focalized from his own eye level,

possiblyy even from a slightly lower angle, yet in the
shotss that supposedly display his vision, 15 and 17, he
iss focalized together with ET, from a slightly higher
angle.. Since the transitions do not obey the rules of
continuityy of the classical Hollywood style, (this applies
too a considerable extent to the previous sequence of
shotss as well) they can be perceived as jump-cuts.
Thesee jump-cuts do not cause disorientation; it is
ratherr a case of disturbed continuity of space and time:
Elliott is in a close-up addressing ET, but he is constantlyy looking in the direction which doesn't correspondd to ET's place within the mise-en-scène. As a
consequence,, the space of Elliot's close-up becomes
detachedd from the space where he is interacting with ET.
Thee importance of the off-screen space, the
spacee outside of the frame is especially stressed in shot
16,, (Elliot's close-up) where ET according to Elliot is
eatingg his toy car. In shot 17, Elliot snatches the toy
awayy from ET and he asks ET if he is hungry. In the
nextt shot, shot 18, where Elliot is in close-up, he
answerss the question by himself; he tells himself that
hee is hungry, which is the only concrete response in the
entiree "communication process" with ET that Elliot
receives. .
Onn the basis of the analysis of the scene we
couldd conclude that narration in the first part of the
scenee is focalized externally whereas in the second part
theree is a shift to internal focalization. Things are a bit
moree complicated than that, however. The external
visionn which informs us of the interaction between the
twoo characters can hardly be described as strictly external,, for it is too overtly restricted to what the characterss see, or rather, to what they do not see. It would be
evenn more incorrect to describe the focalization in the
secondd part of the scene as internal: Elliot is elaborated
ass a character who figures as a subject of vision (shots
14,, 16 and 18). Hence, there is implied shift from
externall focalization to internal focalization. When we
observee the content of his vision, we notice that it

SCENEE 6.

doess not correspond spatially or temporally to the place from which
itt was perceived. The undecidability between external and internal
visionn suggests that although Elliot cannot see ET from the place
wheree he is, this does not mean that ET does not exist. ET appears
too be in a different time/space continuum.

Claricttr-lBigee Uitftr Erasire
Thee opening of the following sample scene relies on our ability to
recalll the composition of the establishing shot in the sample scene
analyzedd above, where ET occupies the left part of the frame and
Elliott occupies the right part. In the following scene, the room still
hass the earlier atmosphere, but now Elliot is interacting with his
olderr brother Michael. As the smaller creature Elliot occupies the
formerr position of ET, whereas Michael as the larger one will for the
momentt stand in for Elliot. Elliot soon pushes Michael toward the
foregroundd where he is to wait until Elliot brings in the "goblin."
Thiss is a special moment. Elliot is finally going to prove to Michael
thatt the goblin really exists, but as the scene is elaborated, we are
nott sure whether the goblin is ET or Elliot. There is something even
moree important occurring here, and it has to do with Elliot's capacityy to act and to be perceived as a subject.
Michaell is in the foreground, facing the camera, making
facess and mocking Elliot, while in the background Elliot is preparing
too display ET. In shot 8, Michael, in medium-shot turns around and
inn the following shot, shot 9, Elliot, framed to his knees is standing
nextt to ET. In shot 10, Michael is in medium close-up, looking in
thee direction of Elliot and ET, flabbergasted. Finally, with a serious
expression,, he only manages to utter his brother's name. In the next
shott (shot 11), Michael's vision produces a close-up of his younger
brother.. Strangely enough, then, he appears totally shocked by the
sightt of Elliot. It seems that ET's presence has enabled Michael to
finallyy see his younger brother and conversely, on account of ET,
Elliott has been able to engage in an intersubjective exchange. But
theree is another exchange that took place here - the character-image
off ET is exchanged for the one of Elliot. While it is completely certainn that both Michael and Elliot can focalize internally, the questionn that emerges is - why is the image of Elliot employed in place
off the image of the "real" goblin? Who or what did Michael actually
see? ?

Elliott standing in for ET confirms the elusiveness of his own
character-image.. This can have serious repercussions for his subjectivity,, for ET may be the product of his imagination.

Placfigg i Call to

SOMOIO

"Above"

Beforee ET can return home he has to "phone home" and arrange for
aa spaceship to come to Earth. While hanging around the house, he
managess to construct a "communicator" out of discarded gadgets
andd toy parts. It seems that the purpose of this "ready made" device
iss to produce meaning rather than a connection with a planet millionss of light years away. Surprisingly enough, the meaning it producess is that it works. The "call" has to be made from that place in
thee forest where ET's spaceship has landed in the film's opening,
andd Elliot has to find a way to smuggle ET out of the house. He
workss out a scheme which involves his siblings: the three of them
willl go trick-or-treating on Halloween. Gertie will leave the house
earlier,, but their mother will be led to believe that ET, dressed up as
aa ghost is Gertie. Elliot and ET will go off to the forest to place the
call,, and afterwards they will meet up with Michael and Gertie.
Elliott is giving instructions to Gertie, who is marked in the
off-screenn space, while he applies make up in front of a mirror. It is
aa one-shot scene which starts with Elliot's close-up. As the camera
pullss back to reveal Gertie, we realize that it is Elliot's mirror reflectionn emitting instructions. The notion that Elliot is slipping away is
laterr fully elaborated in the scene in the forest. This scene can also
bee treated as a sequence of scenes, for it is interrupted with the
shotss of the surveillance crew wiring Elliot's home while the family
iss out. The arrival of "Keys" and his men makes ET's call home even
moree urgent. Now, it is not only illness that threatens ET; if he
doesn'tt get away he may be turned into a lab specimen. Since the
intrusionn into Elliot's home is happening while he is in the woods
withh ET, he has no knowledge of it. Eor the moment he is helping
ETT set up the communicator and they are waiting for it to start
transmittingg signals. They both look as if their health has considerablyy deteriorated. Elliot's Halloween make-up enhances this impression. .
Theree are two simultaneous processes at work here: 1) ET's
intentionn to break away from the image of Elliot, in order to 2)
establishh a link with a higher narratorial agency. Quite literally, he is

waitingg for a response from someone "above." The
scenee can be divided into 3 units: unit 1 (shots 1-12),
unitt 2 (shots 1-10) and unit 3 (shots 1-11). Unit 1 displayss the loss of ET's power to focalize internally. In
thee opening of unit 1, the image of Elliot appears in a
separatee shot (shot 2), preceding the shot of ET (shot
3).. Both ET and Elliot are focalized externally. No contactt between them is established in the two subsequent
shots.. In shot 2, Elliot is looking right to left scratching
hiss face with his right hand. In the following shot, ET
iss looking in the opposite direction scratching his face
withh his left hand. Although contact isn't established
betweenn Elliot and ET through an exchange of looks
forr example, we can establish a connection between
thee two images. The connection consists of similarity
manifestedd in reversibility. The image of ET appears as
thee mirror reflection of Elliot's image, which conversely
impliess that Elliot can be perceived as the reflection of
ET. .
Shott 3 confirms the implied loss of ET's power
too focalize internally. In shot 2 Elliot is looking
upward,, in shot 3 ET is looking upward. Neither one
seess anything; their looking produces no vision. Only
whenn they are placed together to perform a synchronouss action of looking upward (shot 4), can they see
(shott 5). The branch strung with rope is thus a product
off a shared vision - it is focalized internally by both
Elliott and ET. This is reconfirmed in shot 6 where they
againn focalize together, and see the branches (shot 7).
Inn the previous sample scenes, the interdependency
betweenn the two images was established through the
continuall exchange of the external focalization with
internall focalization. The implied narrator relied on
ET'ss vision yet Elliot's vision was necessary to produce
thee vision of ET. Now, the interdependency is establishedd literally, they are locked together as it were,
(shotss 4, 6, 9 and 12) which leaves the impression that
ETT may not be going anywhere after all.
Inn that sense, their looking upward is extreme-
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lyy significant, because there is no one "out there" to
returnn their look. It is this absence of vision from
abovee that charges their situation with a sense of
hopelessness.. In the closing of unit 1 (shot 8), the
communicatorr begins to operate, signaling the possibilityy that someone "up there" has received the message.
Inn the short pattern formed in shots 4-7, Elliot and ET
aree both looking toward the branches and manage to
producee a vision of the branches. Their look remains
unreciprocated,, however, because there is no one out
theree who can return their look. This pattern is disruptedd by the insertion of the shots of the communicator
(shott 8, 10, 11). In shot 12, Elliot and ET are still
linkedd together, yet they are expressing hope. The
(absent)) vision from above that is awaited as a
responsee to the longing looks of Elliot and ET is displacedd onto the communicator. The insertion of the
shott of the communicator affects the further developmentt between the images of ET and Elliot - in shot 12,
Elliott "slips" to the edge of the frame.
Unitt 2 (shots 1-10) further problematizes the
establishedd interdependency. But now, ET is trying to
breakk away from Elliot. In shot 6, Elliot takes position
oppositee ET, trying to convince him to stay. ET
motionss his head to the left. A slight pan follows,
droppingg Elliot from the shot. Shot 7 is a close up of
ETT looking up (a jump-cut), while off-screen Elliot is
stilll cajoling him to stay. In shot 10, as in 8, for a
moment,, Elliot is dropped from the shot. But then he
movess backwards and sinks to a kneeling position. He
iss looking up, towards ET, while ET also looks upward,
repeating,, "Home, home..." In unit 1 we could trace
internall focalization in the instances where Elliot and
ETT focalize together. In unit 2, the shots are focalized
externally.. In unit 3 (shot 1-11), a whole new pattern is
establishedd in relation to vision.
Inn unit 3, for the first time in the film, ET and
Elliott can engage in an intersubjective exchange and,
whatt is more, they can focalize internally. Nevertheless,
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thiss exchange is not at all reciprocal. In shots 8, 9 and 10 from unit
2,, ET persistently avoids sharing the space in the shot with Elliot or
establishingg eye-contact with him. Elliot's sinking to a kneeling
positionn at the end of unit 2 links his point of vision to the low
anglee in unit 3. The kneeling position furthermore secures the vantagee point of a "divinity" for ET. In shots 2, 4 and 6 Elliot is focalizedd internally from a high angle, hence "from above" whereas ET is
focalizedd internally from a low angle, "from below" (shots 1, 3, 5
andd 7). Elliot's voluntary subordination proves that nothing is
resolvedd yet. On the contrary, the situation is even more complicated
becausee ET has literally become bigger than Elliot. Elliot is not only
dependentt on ET. The disparity in the angles of vision additionally
suggestss that he is completely dominated by ET.
ETT ultimately breaks away from this high/low pattern; rather
thann returning Elliot's look (shot 7), ET looks up. A low angle shot
off the trees follows (shot 8), then again a shot of ET looking up
(shott 9). By looking away from Elliot, ET is repeatedly trying to
breakk away from Elliot. ET's search for contact outside and away
fromm Elliot implies a crisis for both character-images: ET's look is
nott reciprocated and neither is Elliot's. As subjects, they are both
leftt stranded, as it were, which indicates that they are mutually
dependentt on a higher authority - someone or something that will
makee it possible for ET to return home and finally resolve the crisis.
Inn fact, when Elliot wakes up alone by the communicator,
hee walks around in his Halloween cape searching for ET until he
assumess ET's position from shot 9. He is looking, yet what follows is
nott his vision, but only a fade-out. Elliot seems to have vanished.

Motfetr'ss Filloro to Resolve too Crisis
Havingg spent the night in the forest and realizing that ET has disappeared,, Elliot looks around but does not manage to find him. He
returnss home alone and pleads with Michael to go back to the forest
too find ET. The following sample scene opens in Elliot's room. Elliot
andd ET are lying on the floor opposite each other dead-alive. The
situationn is highly dramatic. Michael is inviting the mother into the
roomm to help them. As it turns out, the mother cannot save Elliot
becausee she is in such a panic that she cannot distinguish between
Elliott and ET.
Throughoutt the entire scene, ET is the one who is calling

"mother"" and reaching out to her, while Elliot is completelyy disconnected from her. In the opening of the
scenee a shot/reverse shot pattern is established between
thee mother and ET (shots 3-7). In shots 3 and 5 she is
focalizingg internally, producing a vision of ET (shots 4
andd 6), and strangely enough, she does not see Elliot.
Inn shot 7 she looks, and in shot 8 Elliot briefly returns
thee look. He immediately turns his head to the right,
however,, urging a cut to ET (shot 9). The mother is
noww in a close-up (shot 10), reacting again to ET and
nott to Elliot. ET continues to address her as she orders
Michaell to take Gertie out of the room (shots 12 and
15).. The shot of the dying ET is interpolated (shot 15)
ass a follow-up to the shot of Gertie (shot 14) who is
tryingg to tell her mother that ET is harmless. With
Elliott eliminated from the action, because the mother
failss to see him, there is only the image of ET, who in
mother'ss eyes signifies a threat. Just as she cannot see
Elliot,, she cannot perceive ET as a weak creature who
desperatelyy needs help.
Inn the montage sequence (shots 12-22), which
depictss the mother's panic and the resulting "last
minutee evacuation," ET is the danger from which she
wantss to escape. The mother's inability to resolve the
crisiss and intervene productively in the restitution of
Elliot'ss subjectivity is radicalized in the closing of the
scene,, particularly in the transition of shots 19-21. In
shott 19, the mother is on the left, with her back to the
camera,, Michael is on the right carrying Gertie toward
thee camera. In the background, on the left we can see
Elliott on the floor. The mother and Michael are moving
diagonally.. As the shot progresses Michael crosses to
thee left side, revealing ET on the floor in the backgroundd on the right. The mother, displaying the tendencyy to move diagonally, seems to be rushing toward
ET.. This is confirmed in shot 20 where ET is reaching
outt to her. In shot 21, the mother is crouching. We still
doo not see Elliot. It seems she is ready to pick up ET.
Whenn she stands up again and turns toward the cam-

era,, she is carrying Elliot.
Inn the continuity of action, the shot of ET replaces the
hypotheticall shot of Elliot who is actually picked up from the floor
inn shot 21. If ET is figuring as both a threat for Elliot and as Elliot
himself,, it means that when ET remains alone on the floor, reaching
out,, screaming for mom (shot 23), that the mother did not manage
too rescue her son. The opening of the scene additionally demonstratess that there is no intersubjective exchange between the mother
andd Elliot. The mother does not recognize him as a subject. Hence,
thee rescue operation will have no effect because the mother cannot
helpp Elliot restore his subjectivity. For this to happen, a father figure
willl need to emerge on the scene.

Tutt Fahila Collmsiag oito ike Stery
Thee one person who, according to Elliot, could definitely know what
ETT is about is his unreachable "extraterrestrialized" father. The
absencee of an adult male figure is emphasized throughout the
entiree film. In Elliot's line of action, the only adult male person is a
teacherr who is framed from the waist down. Outside Elliot's line of
actionn the all-male surveillance crew are following their own line of
action,, searching for ET. The outstanding figure is "Keys" who also
pursuess the search alone, lingering on, trying to track down the
alien.. The first clue he finds are the M 'n Ms, the clue intentionally
leftt for ET to lure him to Elliot's home. In this last phase, "Keys" has
finallyy arrived at Elliot's home. Just in time, it seems, to release
Elliott from having to be ET in order to prove that ET exists. As 1
havee already mentioned, the rescue of both Elliot and ET is linked to
thee working of subjectivity, which can principally be traced on the
levell of the story. The interdependency between the two characterimagess analyzed in the first two phases points to the paradox mentionedd earlier: ET is the focalizing agent on whose vision narration
depends,, yet at the same time he is elaborated as the product of
Elliot'ss imagination. This implies that the mapping of subject positionss through the play of visions is a semiotic product of narration
whichh "tells" that the interaction between Elliot and ET is taking
placee at "home." The way in which the narrative space is inhabited
byy Elliot and ET enables us to conclude that ET's home can also be
understoodd as Elliot's mind.
Inn addition to the film's ending, when ET touches Elliot's

foreheadd and tells him he will be "in there," another
scenee points to Elliot's mind as ET's home. The first
timee ET expresses his desire to phone home he points
towardd the sky; the shadow of his index finger is projectedd onto Elliot's forehead. While these clues support
thee notion that ET may be the product of Elliot's
imagination,, or that he can be stored in Elliot's memory,, the findings established on the narrational level
havee enabled us to observe the ways "home" affects
Elliot'ss subjectivity. Similarly, the crisis of Elliot's subjectivityy traceable in phase three, is bound up with the
homee produced through the play of subject positions.
Thee resolution of the crisis will occur at home, but this
requiress another person to step into that narrative
space.x11 The restitution of subjectivity will come to
coincidee with the rescue operation that takes place in
Elliot'ss physical home. Hence, fabula will need to intervenee into the story. The rescue operation involves the
separationn of Elliot and ET, an operation involving a
wholee crew of scientists. The one who will resolve the
crisiss of Elliot's subjectivity, however, is "Keys," the
onlyy adult figure who can see Elliot without confusing
himm with ET.
Whenn "Keys" approaches Elliot in the following
samplee scene, he is outfitted like a spaceman. In the
openingg of the scene, an "alien" hand enters the shot
andd taps on the quarantine glass to get Elliot's attention.. Elliot is under medical treatment; he opens his
eyess but appears only semi-conscious. The following
shott is a close-up of "Keys" and we can attribute the
dismemberedd alien hand to him. He is wearing a helmet
andd we notice the image of Elliot reflected in its surface,, an announcement, as it were, of the potential
recuperationn of his character-image. "Keys" displays
heree a spectral quality, the visor shields his face, and to
producee a vision of "the man behind the mask" Elliot
hass to rely on what he hears.
Thee man, dressed in an outfit that echoes the
armorr of Hamlet's dead father, does not say, "1 am thy

father'ss spirit," but he can be interpreted as a fatherfiguree nonetheless. Even though Elliot can focalize
internallyy in the scene and engage in an intersubjective
exchange,, what truly propels the exchange is the voice
Elliott hears behind the visor, rather than the vision of
thee spaceman's spectral figure. What he hears cannot
strictlyy be separated from what he sees, because the
"specter's"" voice conditions Elliot's vision. Conversely,
thee content of Elliot's vision, the unidentifiable man
withh a helmet on his head lends authority to the voice.
Thee "authority of the voice" as a condition for the productionn of a specific vision brings up the second implicationn that the concept of focalization entails: we are
ultimatelyy conditioned to perceive the world in a certainn way, or in other words, we are told how to see.
Thee "authority" invested into the spaceman's dismemberedd voice is the voice of the "father." Hence, "Keys"
iss a personification of narratorial authority. As the one
whoo restores the crisis he accordingly gives meaning to
thee interplay between focalization and narration in the
film. .
Thee restoration of Elliot's subjectivity is elaboratedd in accordance with the spectral nature of this
mann who visits him. While the spaceman's position
withinn the wise-en-scene appears fixed, Elliot is elaboratedd as if "switching places." In shots 2, 8 and 10 the
spacemann is in a close-up, focalized from his own eyelevel,, with the image of Elliot reflected in the visor. In
shotss 4 and 6 the two of them are focalized together
inn a sort of an establishing shot which enables us to
draww conclusions about their positions within the wiseen-scène.en-scène. It is evident that "Keys" is oriented left to
right,, which according to the 180 degree rule, would
imposee the right to left orientation on Elliot. In shots
1,, 3, 5 and 7, however, Elliot is oriented left to right.
Thiss is especially pronounced in the transitions of shots
44 to 5, and 6 to 7. In shots 5 and 7 the camera crosses
thee axis as if renegotiating spatial relations: Elliot's
head,, positioned on the right side of the frame in shots

44 and 6, is suddenly on the left side (5 and 7).
Furthermore,, in shots 1 and 7 he is framed closer than
inn shot 5, although all three shots are focalized from
thee same position, Elliot's low eye-level. And finally, in
shott 3, he is viewed from a slightly higher angle.
Consideringg that the spaceman is not changing his
positionn within the mise-en-scène, the different positionss from which Elliot is viewed retroactively allude to
thee spaceman's ubiquitous vision.
Evenn though the only two shots focalized
externallyy (4 and 6) anchor the two characters into the

mise-en-scène,mise-en-scène, focalization and the working of the cinematicc signifiers are laboring to simultaneously establishh and disavow the narratorial authority of both Elliot
andd the spaceman. What is more, the constant uncertaintyy about the spatial relations conveys the impressionn that they are elaborated as being both equally
imaginaryy and real. The alien hand in the scene's openingg draws attention to Elliot's (and our) encounters
withh ET from the beginning of the film, where the
shotss of ET's hand, operating metonymically, suggest a
veryy present, subjective vision. In this sample scene, it
iss the spaceman's hand that enters the shot, and the
formerr metonymie operation now acquires the status of
aa metaphor. What this means is that the
impossible/possiblee place from which Elliot is viewed in
shotss 1, 5 and 7, serves to emphasize the spectral
naturee of "Keys" and asserts that, just as ET's hand was
standingg in for an unfamiliar agency, the spaceman's
handd is standing in for ET. Furthermore, it thematizes
thee return of the unfamiliar as familiar. The invention
off the "fatherly alien" who can take the place of
"alienatedd father" is what finally conditions Elliot's
subjectivity.. Elaborated as ET, but capable of acting as
aa subject, the spaceman "Keys" becomes an ideal substitutionn for ET, just as ET was the ideal substitution
forr the absent father. Elaborated as the substitution for
ET,, he makes the departure of ET possible. Elliot's little
handd viewed from his own point of vision now con-

firmss that Elliot can be a subject like the "father" who has come to
takee ET's place.
Andd sure enough, in the subsequent scene which depicts the
separationn of Elliot and ET, Elliot's capacity to act as a subject is
provenn (scene 10). He regains his character- image by going through
thee pain of separation. In this scene Elliot and ET are finally able to
reciprocallyy exchange glances. This implies that their interdependencyy is definitively resolved.

Thee Father As i Speeter
I ff ET - The Extraterrestrial, as here analyzed, can indeed serve as an
examplee of the textual system at work in the new Hollywood cinema,, it suggests that the specificity of this system lies in the interplay
betweenn narration and focalization or, in the subtle conjunctions of
"persons"" and focalizors. The accompanying effect of this system is
thee decomposition of the character-image. Decomposition of the
character-imagee puts pressure on the notion of character-bound
narration.. With respect to this, 1 have argued that in filmic texts a
distinctionn needs to be made between character narration focalized
internallyy and character narration focalized externally. The continuouss exchange between external and internal focalization infers a
correspondingg clash between levels of narration. The specificity of
narrationn in this film is that it produces a clash of visions, joint or
splitt visions or an overlapping of narratorial agents, in order to "tell"
uss that there is a constant uncertainty between reality and fantasy,
betweenn the possible and the impossible.
Byy tracing the play between focalizors 1 was able to determinee the ways vision affects the structuring of subjectivity in filmic
narratives.. The discussion of focalization does not end here, however.. For in Bal's view focalization is to be understood beyond the
story-worldd itself, which implies that vision can be accounted for
evenn if it cannot be attributed to an "experiencer" or an identifiable
entity.. Bal's concept of the focalizor needs to be regarded in relation
too her concept of the narrative consisting of three layers: the text,
thee story, and the fabula. This in my opinion is crucial for the discussionn of subjectivity in new Hollywood films such as ET-The
Extraterrestrial.Extraterrestrial. For as the analysis of the film confirms, the structuringg of subjectivity is ultimately coterminous with a world-view constructedd on the level of the fabula. x n
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Thee decomposition of the character image as it is related to
thee conflicting positioning of subject positions as well as points of
vision,, prepares the terrain for the "fatherly alien" who will bring
orderr into Elliot's "home." The collapse of the fabula onto the story,
whichh corresponds to the collapse of "homes," is dependent on the
notionn of triple mobility. Triple mobility infers a mobilizing of subjectivityy on the level of the fabula and gives way to the process of
fabulation.. Fabulation affects the process of telling, or rather, it
structuress the telling according to a specific world-view: when the
fatherr is absent, the home is a crisis. The crisis involves the father
andd the son. The world can survive only if the father is re-invented.
Althoughh the working of subjectivity can be traced on the level of
thee story, the fact that resolving the crisis in Elliot's mind home,
requiress the arrival of the "father" to Elliot's physical home points to
thee function of the fabula in the process of telling.
Thee fabula in question may be understood in terms of a
tendency,, characteristic of new Hollywood cinema, to redefine but
alsoo reinstitute patriarchal myths, to give a new face to history, or
simplyy to repair the father. There is something else we can conclude
att this point: even though the invisible narratorial authority, personifiedd by "Keys," has the power to resolve the crisis of Elliot's subjectivity,, it simultaneously points to its own spectral nature. If we
returnn to Spielberg and his vision as a social agent, ET-The
ExtraterrestrialExtraterrestrial proves to be a very useful point of departure. Firstly,
itt enables us to problematize vision in relation to "home" as a structuree of meaning, which governs subjectivity. Secondly, and this will
bee even more clear in the analysis of Back to Future, the sense of a
troubledd home reflects the very prominent preoccupation of this cinemaa with a troubled paternity. This concern with restoring order at
homee in turn has significant social and historical implications.
11 will explore the notion of "home" further in the following
chapters.. In chapters three and seven, 1 will focus on home as
archive,, in the Derridian, xin but also Benjaminian (messianic) sense,
wheree it can be understood as a memory of the past projected into
thee future. x , v In chapter three, 1 will particularly take up the significancee of home as the mnemic archive for the preservation of people'ss origins. x v Indeed, racial intolerance, oppression and injustice
signifyy also that "archive" is out-of-joint, that there is a mal
d'arehwe,d'arehwe, as Derrida describes it. This sickness of the archive -

archivee fever - indicates that b o t h home and history are o u t o f
order. .

Footmtts s
'' In "The New Hollywood," Schatz states the following, "Jaws was a social,
industrial,, and economic phenomenon of the first OTder, a cinematic idea and
culturall commodity whose time had come. In many ways, the film simply
confirmedd or consolidated various existing industry trends and practices"
(19).. Wyatt's position in his High Concept is that high refers not to high art,
butt to a film's high visibility, memorability, and simplicity. From the perspectivee of marketing, this concept involves the look, the hook, and the book,
(thee look of the images, the marketing of hooks, and the reduced narratives
(22).. Wyatt begins with a famous comment by Spielberg, "if a person can tell
mee an idea in 25 words or less, it's going to make a good movie. 1 like ideas,
especiallyy movie ideas, that you can hold in your hand." Ibid. In "Jaws,
Ideologyy and Film Theory," Stephen Heath draws on Jaws to point to the
wayss Hollywood cinema, much like the avant-garde film, engages with the
materiall conditions of film in order to produce an "other" cinema.
^^ This unidentifiable vision is crucial for genres such as fantasy, horror,
thrillerr or science fiction. There is no need to say that these genres could not
att all function without the manifestation of a "supernatural subjectivity,"
withoutt the invisible forces that intrude upon, or threaten the characters'
worlds,, or invest the characters with a contradictory meaning as is the case
inn ET-The Extraterrestrial In Spielberg's Jaws, for example, this strategy is in
thee first instance employed to increase suspense. It takes quite some time in
thee film until we actually see the shaTk but we do see people attacked and
beingg killed. More importantly, the shark is made present through its foealizationn (enhanced by a memorable music score introduced in the veiy beginningg of the film). We do not see the shark looking, but we do know that the
filmm is about a shark; when we see the shots filmed under water where the
cameraa is moving closer toward a body swimming, this vision can retrospectivelyy be attributed to the shark. What causes suspense and discomfort is
preciselyy the fact that this vision is so overtly subjective yet the focalizor
itselff is not revealed. The remarkable side of this kind of uncertainty is that
evenn though it is concretely the vision of the shark, it can simultaneously be
attributedd to a focalizor outside of the fictional world. As a result, it can
comee to represent an outside force that has a sort of a "shark-like" effect in
itself.. This becomes clearer when we take into consideration the fact that the
officialss of a small town try to cover up the fact that the killer shark visits
theirr beaches. Since they do not take immediate action, such as to close the
beaches,, these officials are themselves responsible for the deaths. The vision
fromm beneath the sea, the controlling gaze that kills can thus symbolically be
attributedd to their corrupt ideology.
*"" In "Structural Analysis of Narratives," Roland Barthes reminds us that in
Aristoteliann poetics, the notion of character is secondary, entirely subsidiary
too the notion of action: "Later the character, who until then had been only a
name,, the agent of an action, acquired a psychological consistency, became
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ann individual, a 'person,' in short a fully constituted being." Barthes adds,
however,, that from its very outset, structural analysis has been reluctant to
treatt the character as an essence. In Morphology of the Fairy Tale, Vladimir
Propp,, has reduced characters to a simple typology, based not on psychology
butt on the unity of actions assigned to them by the narrative. Image-MusicTextText (104-5). Since then, the problems raised by the classification of the
characterss of narrative are in the process of being resolved. Greimas, for
example,, has proposed to describe and classify the characters of narrative not
accordingg to what they are but according to what they do, thus, as actants.
Consideringg that this participation is ordered in couples, the infinite world of
characters,, as Barthes points out, is also bound by a paradigmatic structure
whichh is projected along the narrative. The view that 1 have apprehended is
thee distinction established by Mieke Bal between actors and characters. In
thee chapter "From Actors to Characters," Bal states that an actor is a structurall position, while a character is a complex semantic unit (1997). According
too Bal, character is the actor provided with distinctive characteristics which
togetherr create the effect of a character. On the basis of the semantic content,, that is, of different principles which work together, the image of the
characterr is constructed. It is within this line of thought that I am referring
too the decomposition of the character-function, as well as the decomposition
off the character-image.
ww
This "triple plot-line" can be opposed to the double plot-line which characterizess the classical Hollywood style. See Bordwell, Steiger and Thompson,
Thee Classical Hollywood Cinema, in particular part 1, section "Story Causality
andd Motivation" (2-23). In classical Hollywood cinema one plot-line principallyy involves heterosexual romantic love. They add that more commonly,
"thee second line of action involves another sort of activity - business, spying,
sports,, politics, crime, show business -, any activity, in short, which can providee a goal for the character" (16).
vv
It is in this sense that the events and images which seem too obvious and
evenn banal can allow us to catch a glimpse of the sublime. 1 have introduced
thee notion of the sublime in the title of this chapter in order to underscore
thee film's capacity to simultaneously mobilize the working of the story and
thee fabula. Although the exploration of the sublime is not the focus of this
study,, relevant inspiration for this view is Ginette VerstTaete's discussion
"Fromm the Sublime to the Ridiculous Is But a Step" in her Fragments of the
FeminineFeminine Sublime: in Friedrieh Schlegel and James Joyce. See also Brian
McHale'ss discussion of the rhetoric of contrastive banality in Postmodernist
Fiction.Fiction. McHale especially emphasizes the relation between banality and the
fantastic.. Drawing on Tzvetan Todorov's study of the fantastic, McHale
assertss that the banalization of the fantastic sharpens and intensifies the
confrontationn between the normal and the paranormal (76-77).
^^ Bal specifically theorizes focalization in part 2 of Narratology which deals
withh aspects of the story (142-160). Nevertheless, to comprehend fully the
implicationss of the concept it is necessary to take into consideration the referencess to focalization in part 1 which discusses the text, as well as to part
3,, which deals with the elements of the fabula.
^^ Technically speaking a dissolve is the superimposition of a fade-out over a
fadee in. In a fade-in, the screen is black at the beginning and the image
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appearss gradually. It is considered a "punctuation mark."
™™nn A match would imply counteropposing left-right orientation, to right-left
orientation,, for example.
ww
1 will return to this difference in chapter 4. This is very much related to
thee notion of cinema as an ideological apparatus which induces an imaginary
responsee on the part of the spectator. It positions the spectator by addressingg him or her through visual devices such as first-person point of vision and
shot-reverse-shott cutting which form a close bond between spectator and
thee text. As 1 have explained in the introductory chapter, the psychoanalytic
theoryy of suture, predicated on the capacity of cinema to position the viewer
andd "stitch" him or her into the text, takes the character's alignment with
thee camera rather loosely. These views are based on the workings of classical
Hollywoodd films. Within suture theory, first-person vision does not distinguishh between internal and external focalization based on the character's
inclusionn or exclusion from the shot. According to the theory of suture, a
character'ss view is considered as first-person vision even i f the camera is only
simulatingg the point of vision of the character.
x
l nn Theory of Film Practice, Burch proposes that cinematic space consists of
twoo different kinds of space: that included within the frame and that outside
thee frame. He defines screen space as "including everything perceived by the
eye."" The off-screen space is divided into six "segments." Pertinent for the
discussionn is Burch's contention that off-screen space may be divided into
twoo categories: imaginary or concrete. "This off-screen space might conceivablyy remain imaginary if no wider shot, no shot taken from another angle, or
noo camera movement is introduced revealing the person to whom an arm
belongs,, to whom an off-screen glance is directed, or the exact off-screen
segmentt toward which an exiting character has headed" (21-22).
Inn his analysis of Pabst's Pandora's Box, Thomas Elsaesser, discusses Lulu's
"symbolic"" configuration, by pointing to the clash between the real and the
imaginaryy space. He stresses the importance of the effect of disorientation;
onn the one hand, the editing and the dynamic of the point of view shots
workk to establish the illusion of a real space, yet the impossibility of anchoringg Lulu within this space invokes the impression of her imaginary nature.
Thee shot of ET's feet can be taken further, for they appear as an element, to
putt it in Slavoj Zizek's terms, which cannot be integrated into the symbolic
reality.. It is a case where a banal object becomes elevated into a sublime
Thing.. See for example, Zizek's discussion on the Hitchcockian cut in his
LookingLooking Awry.
"" For an inspiring account of the multiple ways space can be inhabited, see
Gastonn Bachelard's The Poetics of Space, particularly chapter 2, "House and
Universe." "
* "" The father suffering a crisis is also the main theme of Spielberg's Close
EncountersEncounters of the Third Kind and Hook. For a discussion on ET-The
ExtraterrestrialExtraterrestrial and Close Encounters see for example, Vivian Sobchack's
"Child/Alien/Father:: Patriarchal Crisis and Generic Exchange", and Marina
Heung'ss "Why E. T. Must Go Home: The New Family in American Cinema."
Inn a somewhat different sense, the process of "fathering," as 1 will demonstratee in the subsequent chapters, is at work in Spielberg's Indiana Jones trilogy,, as well as Schindler's List. It is interesting to add, that the preoccupa-
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tionn with the crisis of paternity that characterizes the films of the late 1970s
andd the 1980s remains central in the year 2000. In those films where
Spielbergg acts as the producer his role in the process of "fathering" is implicit.. In that sense, apart from numerous examples of blockbuster films
Spielbergg is also engaged in the "fathering" of "art films." For example, the
productionn company Dreamworks SKG (Spielberg, Katzenberg, Geffen) is
behindd the film American Beauty. Here, the story of a father in crisis is told
byy a father who is already dead. Hence, even though he is dead he personifiess the highest narratorial authority.
50111
1 am referring specifically to Dem'da's Archive Fever: A Freudian
impression.impression. See chapters 3 and 7 of this study.
****** Derrida's own inspiration in relation to the concept of the archive is
drawnn from Freud, but it is also related to Benjamin's concept of history. In
"Thesess on the Philosophy of History," Benjamin develops the notion of the
temporall index of the past, by means of which past is referred to redemption,, implying conversely that the future does not have a Messianic function,
butt that it is interwoven into the historical now.
x vv
In chapter 3, where 1 analyze the films of the Indiana Jones trilogy, 1
arguee that the structure of the fabula can be compared with Freud's Moses
andand Monotheism. I discuss the film's attempt to refigure the Oedipal myth in
vieww of Freud's attempt to "rewrite" Jewish history.

